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Abstract: Knowledge Management (KM) is becoming increasingly important for construction companies in order to improve their competitiveness by reducing the cost and time while improving the quality of projects. Construction projects are in knowledge-intensive environments where many interrelated components work together in a complex manner. In many circumstances, knowledge in the construction industry is mostly tacit knowledge and highly based on individuals’ experiences and perceptions. These situations call for a method of managing knowledge to solve construction problems and achieve a high quality of construction projects. Various kinds of KM models have been developed to support KM activities. However, the existing KM models and tools are far from enough, since most KM models only provide a communication platform and much creative knowledge work still depends entirely on human activities. This paper presents a new KM model that overcomes such shortcomings and provides an effective and efficient way of managing knowledge in the construction industry. A case study collected from the industry is used to demonstrate how the proposed KM model can be used to improve the industry’s KM performance. The results indicate that the proposed KM model can facilitate the process of implementation, development and use of the KM system.
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1 Introduction

Knowledge Management (KM) is now considered as one of the most important parts of any organisations and it is a complement to the organisations’ business activities. The main benefit by adopting KM systems in the construction work enables the industry companies to complete the projects with reduced cost and time while improving the quality of projects. By reusing and sharing previous experiences and knowledge, employees can find the solutions for their problems without spending extra time, effort and resources on reinventing solutions that have already been invented elsewhere in the organisations (Ahmad et al., 2007; Bergeron, 2003).

Knowledge is the most useful form of contents for problem-solving and decision-making since it has more meaning than data and information. While data refer to raw facts without any processing or analysis and information refer to data that has been processed to be with more meaning to the users. Therefore, knowledge is more than data and information that it combines information with experiences to show methods and procedures used by others, which can be reused in the future to solve similar problems (Tiwana, 1999; Davenport and Prusak, 1998; Baker et al., 1997). According to Davenport et al. (1998), Probst et al. (2000) and Awad and Ghaziri (2004), data, information and knowledge have different attributes that can be illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1 Data, information and knowledge attributes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Information</th>
<th>Knowledge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>More Unstructured</td>
<td>More Structured</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Context-independent</td>
<td>Context-dependent</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Human Participation</td>
<td>High Human Participation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unprocessed</td>
<td>Processed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less Actionable</td>
<td>More Actionable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less Programmable</td>
<td>More Programmable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algorithmic</td>
<td>Nonalgorithmic (heuristic)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Knowledge can be defined as the facts, skills and understanding that one has gained, especially through learning or experience, which enhance one’s ability of evaluating context, making decisions and taking actions (Awad and Ghaziri, 2004; Tserng and Lin, 2004). Alavi and Leidner (2001) defined a KM system as “IT-based systems developed to support and enhance the organisational processes of knowledge creation, storage/retrieval, transfer, and application.” KM systems (Gupta et al., 2000) refer to a class of information systems applied to managing organisational knowledge, which helps organisations to find, select, organise, disseminate and transfer important knowledge and expertise necessary for activities such as problem solving, dynamic learning, strategic planning and decision making.

The research by Gupta et al. (2000), which discussed practices and challenges of KM in a number of selected organisations, argues that KM is the only competitive advantage for companies in the 21st century. The research shows that the two major trends currently used in the industry when applying KM are measuring the intellectual capital by developing measurement ratios and benchmarks, and mapping knowledge that includes capturing and disseminating knowledge of individuals, mainly through information technology. This research also shows the importance of data mining tools in transforming the organisation’s existing data into ‘answers-knowledge’ available to employees anywhere in the organisation at anytime.

Knowledge modelling is a technique that uses graphical and textual presentations to describe the real system of KM and its features, parts, inputs, outputs, tools, processes, practices and factors that can impact the organisational knowledge and the KM system (Davenport and Prusak, 1998; Abdullah et al., 2002). A KM model provides a guide to implement and use the KM system efficiently and effectively. It also helps to coordinate between different people who develop or use the KM system by providing details of the different work phases and the activities to be done. Using modelling techniques can also reduce cost and time in helping people to understand the complexity of the large systems (Abdullah et al., 2002). This paper presents a new KM model that addresses these issues and provides an effective and efficient way for managing knowledge in the construction industry. A case study collected from the industry is used to demonstrate how the proposed KM model can be used to improve the industry KM performance.

2 Motivations and challenges

Industrial companies can enhance organisational learning through knowledge generation combined with successful knowledge sharing (Li and Gao, 2003), which will not only lead to enrich the knowledge of employees and organisations, but also will lead to more strategic innovations. The benefits of application of KM are shown in Figure 2. Improving organisational learning means enhancing the ability of the organisation to collect and use knowledge so that members can exploit it to improve the organisation’s performance (KLICON, 1999). Organisational learning can create possibilities to gain competitive advantage, which involve the ability of a company to perform projects and activities at lower cost and time combined with high quality of projects than other competitors.
The current interest in KM motivated by the improvements is that should be achieved in data processing and communication capabilities (KLICON, 1999). The increased recognition of KM is a necessary prerequisite for project success in today’s dynamic and changing environment (Love et al., 2003). Therefore, the industry needs for innovation, quality, business performance, efficiency of project delivery and long term relationships with partners, suppliers and clients to gain competitive advantage (Egan, 1998; Kamara et al., 2002).

The industry usually faces the challenge of how to construct a well-linked KM system that allows a learner to acquire knowledge. It has been found that many challenges to KM implementation in the construction industry such as the complexity of industry, diversity of work players, adversarial relationships that encouraged by the strategy of contracting and the project nature with the pressure to complete and non-repetitive nature of work, are all causes for much ‘knowledge wastage’ and difficulties in accessing important knowledge (KLICON, 1999). Some empirical studies proved that construction companies, especially Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) which consist about 99% of construction firms in the UK, suffer lack of awareness of many important issues associated with knowledge capturing and its benefits for construction organisations (Hari et al., 2005). The difficulty of KM implementation for many construction organisations caused not only by the complicated nature of KM operations, but the fact that the implementation of KM initiatives has often been unplanned and informal. A study conducted by Robinson et al. (2004) based on leading construction organisations showed that these organisations lack a strategy of KM implementation and coordination, and a high percentage of them have not appointed a knowledge manager or a team to implement the KM strategy with the fact that small and medium organisations are less successful than large counterparts in KM implementation. Other studies argue that
the UK construction companies with domestic operations are less successful in KM implementation of their international counterparts, because they lack the adoption of well formulated KM strategies and implementation plans, and KM alignment with business strategy of the organisation (Robinson et al., 2005). A survey carried out by Carrillo et al. (2004), which investigated the main barriers to implementing KM strategies such as work processes, time of employees, organisational culture, expenses, resistance of employees and poor IT infrastructure, indicated that the most significant barrier to KM implementation in the UK construction organisations is the lack of the standard work processes, for example, too many different procedures to perform similar activities and the lack of systematic procedures for collecting and reusing lesson learnt and best practice. Although previous studies attempted to select or to develop an appropriate KM strategy for the construction industry, managerial courage is required to face this challenge and achieve changes.

The challenges to KM implementation and the lack of awareness of KM importance in construction organisations cause the need for a more coherent and structured approach for utilising tacit and explicit knowledge within organisations (Hari et al., 2005). Many techniques have been developed and used in the construction organisations to enhance KM implementation and reduce the effect of knowledge barriers. For example, by using network knowledge maps, users can improve their ability to discover what knowledge exists and what knowledge is missed in a certain area or project (Lin et al., 2006). Woo et al. (2004) developed a dynamic knowledge map technique that facilitates searching for experts with relevant knowledge and communicating with them by using instant messaging, e-mail, telephone, internet conferencing or other internet technologies. Most recently, KM modelling techniques have been developed for managing knowledge systems. KM models are used to help people to understand the complexity of the real systems by representing the main features and dividing the large system into its parts, to simplify understanding and managing (Abdullah et al., 2002). A successful technique in construction KM is the use of Activity-Based KM systems where knowledge gained from projects are categorised and saved in units related to the activities of projects so that these knowledge can be easily retrieved and reapplied (Tserng and Lin, 2004). Another technique of knowledge categorisation and organisation is the use of Ontology-based systems. Ontology is an explicit specification that provides formal representation to show what knowledge of a domain exists in a knowledge-based system, which enhances searching capabilities, enabling the segregation of knowledge and reducing the overlapping topics between different discussion groups (Gruber, 1993; KLICON, 1999). This technique provides a mechanism to classify domain knowledge items into inter-related components in the form of hierarchical structure and semantic relationship in which knowledge can be accessed based on meaning, better enabling computers and people to exchange these knowledge (El-Diraby and Kashif, 2005). However, these techniques and many other ongoing researches need a more structured coherent approach to KM and a better alignment of KM to business goals in the construction organisations.

Recent literature classifies knowledge within an organisation into two categories, i.e., explicit knowledge and tacit knowledge. Explicit knowledge can be expressed in formal and systematic language and shared in the form of data, scientific formulae, specifications, manuals and such like. Tacit knowledge is highly personal and hard to formalise, which includes subjective insights, intuitions and hunches (Nonaka, 2007). Explicit knowledge is easy to be captured, retrieved, shared and used because it can be
expressed in words and numbers that can be managed more easily. Tacit knowledge is personal and exists in the individuals’ heads and memory in the form of experiences and know-how that is not easy to be shared and managed. However, tacit knowledge can be captured, mobilised and turned into explicit knowledge, which would be accessible to others in the organisation and enable the organisation to progress rather than have its members having to relearn from the same stage all the time (Gore and Gore, 1999). Many of the existing KM techniques and tools can only deal with explicit knowledge, but many studies have approved that tacit knowledge is playing an important role of KM in the organisations. Therefore, it is essential to develop a new KM model that can be used as a navigation aid to explicit and tacit knowledge to satisfy the needs of the industry. This study also addresses this problem by developing a new KM model that can deal with both explicit and tacit knowledge.

3 Review of KM models

A KM model developed in the E-Cognos project (Ferneley et al., 2002; Lima et al., 2005) aims at promoting consistent KM within collaborative construction environments (E-Cognos is an European R&D project for electronic consistent KM across projects and between enterprises in the construction domain). The E-Cognos platform presents the first comprehensive ontology-based portal for KM in the construction domain that provides adequate searching and indexing capabilities and allows for formally documenting and updating organisational knowledge. The proposed approach is described by Wetherill et al. (2002) as a cyclic approach as shown in Figure 3 which consists of eight phases: preparation of organisation for KM implementation, understanding and modelling core business processes, case study definition, capturing KM practice, specification of KM solution and building KM strategy, implementation of KM solution, KM solution trial, and evaluation of KM solution. This model can provide feedback that promotes for a new iteration of the KM phases that lead to refine and improve KM system. This model addresses the knowledge requirement of end-users and supports their existing practices while taking into account the contractual, legal, intellectual property rights, security and confidentiality constraints. In this KM model, the knowledge is divided into three categories: the domain knowledge, organisational knowledge and project knowledge. However, this model ignores a number of important issues such as knowledge acquisition, classification, storing, reusing and updating, in particular, the identification of the two types of knowledge, i.e., explicit and tacit knowledge, which require different methods, tools and processes to capture and manage. Furthermore, it is also necessary to identify the important factors that affect construction activities such as culture and management strategy.

The research and development of KM work carried out by Skanska Group (one of the world’s largest construction companies with about 56 000 employees and a leading position in a number of home markets in Europe, the USA and Latin America) is to link together knowledge-bearers at business units and external specialists with other organisations who involve Skanska’s projects. A knowledge network has been established and knowledge maps are applied to facilitate the exchange of experiences, reduce risks of projects and enhance the performance of each business stream via knowledge exchange between different business units and different geographic markets (Axelsson and Landelius, 2002; Skanska, 2007). This KM model has been developed
according to using O’Dell and Grayson’s (1998) KM model, which consists of seven steps as shown in Figure 4 such as information identification, information collection, information organisation, information sharing, knowledge adaptation, the use of knowledge, and creation of new knowledge. This model emphasises the importance of the supporting employees to adopt and use knowledge, but it is unclear the roles of the management. This model also does not show the classification of explicit and tacit knowledge which need to be dealt with in the different ways efficiently and effectively.

**Figure 3** The e-COGNOS KM model

![Phases of the e-COGNOS KM model](image)

**Source:** Wetherill et al. (2002)

**Figure 4** Steps in the knowledge transfer process in a knowledge transfer-enabling environment

![Steps in knowledge transfer process](image)

**Source:** O’Dell and Grayson (1998)
Tserng and Lin (2004) researched into the application of KM to construction projects and proposed a construction activity-based KM model for contractors as shown in Figure 5. The main advantage of this model is that it simplifies the collection and reuse of knowledge in construction projects. This model represents activities and processes that are necessary for a successful implementation and use of KM system. On the basis of activity-based KM model, Lin et al. (2006) introduced an approach to capture and present knowledge for the construction projects by using network knowledge maps. A knowledge map is a graphical or diagrammatic representation that shows what knowledge is available and what knowledge is missing in the system in a clear and simple way. It can clarify vague knowledge and enable the users and learners to find desired knowledge easily. In this KM model, knowledge gained from previous projects is connected to knowledge map units of the similar activities of new projects. Although this model shows the importance of classifying knowledge into explicit and tacit knowledge and emphasises both of these two types of knowledge must be managed differently, there is a lack of a statement of the environmental factors such as employees’ culture and management strategies that affect the application of KM in the construction projects, and this model cannot be applied to the parallel KM activities.

**Figure 5** Top level of construction knowledge management

---

*Source: Tserng and Lin (2004)*
Most recently, Maqsood et al. (2007) applied Soft System Methodology (SSM) to a case study to show how knowledge-pull from external knowledge source could systemise knowledge exchange as a KM initiative. The results indicate that by using this SSM technique a construction contractor can receive a lot of benefits from a chosen approach, for example, to participate in the external knowledge activity for delivering significant benefit from diffusing an external developed innovation. Seven sequential steps of the developed SSM model aim to explore problematic situations that arise in human activities by learning from the different perceptions that exist in the minds of the different people who are involved in these situations. However, the research only focused on human knowledge exchange.

A study in C-SanD project (Creating, Sustaining and Disseminating Knowledge for Sustainable Construction: Tools, Methods and Architecture) carried out by Shelbourn et al. (2006) aims to promote knowledge creation in construction sectors for subsequent sharing and reuse. The work focuses on the promotion of sustainable development in the construction industry especially in the areas such as the minimisation of waste, material recycling and energy conservation in the design, construction and operation of buildings. The research developed a Sustainability Management Activity Zone (SMAZ) as an activity zone within the Generic Design and Construction Process Protocol (GDCPP). The DDCPP is a process map that provides a framework for managing any given construction projects through eight activity zones such as the development of project, resources, design, production, facilities, health and safety, statutory and legal, and management process.

There are many other KM models have been developed in the literature. Although some KM models help construction organisations to embrace KM, the approaches employed in the development of KM models are not targeted to explicit and tacit knowledge, which leads to difficulty during the KM implementation and application. This study proposes a new KM model that is suitable for extracting knowledge from various sources to provide a simple and practical method for KM implementation for construction projects.

4 Proposed KM model

A new KM model has been proposed for construction projects. This model emphasises initiatives, roles and influential factors and takes the importance of integrating project information and knowledge in the organisation into consideration. By integrating knowledge it avoids re-recording knowledge that already exists in the organisation. This can minimise the existence of many pieces of knowledge that contradict each other. The new KM model as shown in Figure 6 consists of five components: knowledge resources, influencing factors, processing activities, end-user activities and knowledge system architecture that will be described in the following sections.
4.1 Knowledge resources

A successful KM system depends largely on the way in which an organisation identifies the important knowledge resources available. Therefore, the proposed KM model starts with collection, organisation and review of knowledge. The knowledge will be used in the design and implementation of KM system. However, knowledge resources can be divided into design knowledge and sharing knowledge as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7 Knowledge resources for construction projects
Design knowledge can be easily collected from the documents of ongoing and previous projects, literature, interviews and questionnaire surveys that form the main sources of knowledge which can be used in the process of analysis, design and implementation of the KM system.

The sharing knowledge can be further broken down into explicit knowledge and tacit knowledge. The reason behind the importance of this classification is that it differentiates between such two types of knowledge with different nature that requires different processing methods and procedures to capture, share and reapply.

Once the KM has been implemented, the two types of knowledge will be available to be shared in the organisation. It is required to identify different methods and procedures in processing and managing these two types of knowledge. As stated earlier in this paper, explicit knowledge can usually be found in the enterprise paper-based and electronic documents, for example, manuals, specifications, contracts, reports, organisation’s database, and also from outside the organisation such as books, journals, news and regulations. Tacit knowledge is the personal knowledge that exists in the mind of engineers and experts in the form of experiences and know-how, which is difficult to be stored and formalised. An effective method to share such tacit knowledge is through direct and indirect contacts, for example, by using e-messages, e-chats and e-meetings. But it will be useful for companies to capture and store this type of knowledge in a form of similar to explicit knowledge. Tacit knowledge can be further categorised into two types, technical knowledge and cognitive knowledge (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995). Technical knowledge depends on the experiences of individuals that developed with time so it can be captured in the form of ‘know-how’, while cognitive knowledge depends on mental models, perspectives and beliefs therefore cannot easily be articulated (Nonaka, 2007). Technical knowledge contains many shapes of knowledge such as descriptions of problems and solutions, experience notes and procedures. Cognitive knowledge includes ideas, viewpoints and innovations. However, tacit knowledge is difficult to be captured simply by normal tables, but rather they can be captured and stored in forms similar to articles including those attached descriptions, pictures and videos that provide more details and clarifications to the knowledge contents. Although this method has been proven more convenient in the collection of tacit knowledge, it needs more efforts in the classification and searching techniques to facilitate knowledge retrieving and reusing.

Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) suggest that knowledge can be created through continuous interaction between tacit and explicit knowledge to form four modes of Socialisation, Externalisation, Internalisation and Combination (SECI). Figure 8 shows the continuous interaction that has been employed in the proposed KM model. The spiral presents the continuous movement between different modes of knowledge creation and the increase of the spiral radius shows the movement and diffusion of knowledge from an organisational low level to the high levels. Socialisation is to share experiences and tacit knowledge through direct contact among individuals. For example, an engineer can learn the tacit secrets of solving a problem from an expert or senior engineer in the construction projects (tacit to tacit). Externalisation is to transform tacit knowledge to explicit knowledge to enable its communication, for example, tacit knowledge learnt from senior members can be translated into explicit format that is easy to understand and reapply (tacit to explicit). Then the explicit knowledge is combined with other explicit knowledge that becomes available for other employees (explicit to explicit). Combination of various elements of explicit knowledge is very important in the knowledge creation
because it creates new knowledge available for other users and contributes to the knowledge base of the organisation. Finally, the explicit knowledge is transformed into experiences again by reapplying the knowledge in practice so that knowledge can be updated according to the new experiences gained. Explicit knowledge reapplied by other users can produce new experiences and tacit knowledge (explicit to tacit). These experiences and tacit knowledge can be shared among individuals through direct contacts (i.e., socialisation) to start a new iteration of the continuous spiral.

**Figure 8** The SECI model (see online version for colours)

As described earlier in this paper, tacit knowledge is highly personal and hard to encode. Individuals are the primary repositories of tacit knowledge that, due to its transparent characteristics, is difficult to communicate. The electronic knowledge repository has been employed in the proposed KM model. With knowledge repository technology, the organisations can capture, organise, store and disseminate tacit knowledge, for example, encouraging employees to transfer their ‘tacit’ knowledge to ‘explicit’ knowledge in the form of written reports and video presentations, building up Notes databases and making them available to other employees scattered throughout the company sites. The explicit knowledge is then saved in repositories, i.e., databases and intranet web servers for the users to access.

**4.2 Influential factors**

Many factors affect the design, implementation and use of KM system within the organisations. These factors can be incentives or barriers for the system, and they can affect the system effectiveness, efficiency and the overall performance of the KM system. Literature search carried out by the authors (Ahmad et al., 2007; 2008) indicate that these factors can be identified into five categories: i.e., individual factors, organisational factors, technological factors, economical factors and customer demands. Their effects on the KM system are illustrated in Table 1.
# Knowledge management implementation in construction projects

## Table 1  Knowledge management influential factors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Influential factors</th>
<th>Effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Individual factors** | Personal culture, such as values, norms and behaviours  
Level of trust among employees  
Motivation, training and support  
Commitment, communication and competencies  
Experience with IT and computer systems  
Experience with software packages and operating systems  
Knowledge availability from past and ongoing projects  
Employees’ performance appraisal methods |
| **Organisational factors** | Management support, commitment and awareness  
Management strategy and vision  
Competition with other organisations  
Globalisation (Domestic or international organisation)  
Organisational structure and policy  
Business processes and operations  
Monitoring and evaluation methods |
| **Technological factors** | IT infrastructure and support systems  
Hardware specifications: speed, capacity and flexibility  
Software specifications: availability and usability of software packages, data capturing and analysis tools, and data integration tools  
Availability and specification of Communication and Information Technologies (CIT)  
Continuous change and advances in the industry  
Methods and tools available for KM |
| **Economical factors** | Cost of hardware, desktop, accessories and networks  
Cost of software procurement, implementation and maintenance  
Cost of knowledge management and operations  
Financial abilities of the organisation  
Level of projects’ profitability |
| **Customer factors** | Increasing customers demand for:  
- Less time and cost of project and activity completion  
- Improved quality of products  
- Improved supply chain management  
- Improved customer relationship management  
- Improved response for customer’s changing orders |
| **Other factors** | Legal issues  
Information security and privacy  
Governmental support  
Safety, health and security |
Some individual behaviour such as seeing knowledge hoarding as strength, lack of trust among employees, unwillingness of showing mistakes, refusal to accept solutions from other departments or from people at lower positions, and resistance of any changes that may affect the routine operations of work, can negatively affect the KM processes and the KM system architecture in the organisation. In order to reduce the effects of these individual factors, the management of organisations have to encourage knowledge creation and sharing through the organisational rewarding systems and performance appraisal systems, and through showing commitment and providing required resources for implementing and using the KM system. The most common cultural frictions and the proposed solutions are shown in Table 2 (Davenport and Prusak, 1998).

Table 2  The most cultural frictions and the solutions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frictions</th>
<th>Possible solutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lack of trust</td>
<td>Build relationships and trust through face-to-face meetings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Different cultures, vocabularies, and frames of reference</td>
<td>Create common ground through education, discussion, publications, teaming, and job rotation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of time and meeting places; narrow of idea of productive work</td>
<td>Establish times and places for knowledge transfers: fairs, talk rooms, and conference reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Status and rewards go to knowledge owners</td>
<td>Evaluate performance and provide incentives based on sharing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of absorptive capacity in recipients</td>
<td>Educate employees for flexibility; provide time for learning; hire for openness to ideas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belief that knowledge is prerogative of particular groups, not-invented-here syndrome</td>
<td>Encourage non-hierarchical approach to knowledge; quality of ideas more important than status of source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intolerance for mistakes or need for help</td>
<td>Accept and reward creative errors and collaboration; no loss of status from not knowing everything</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The support from the management of the organisation is important in managing knowledge. If managers encourage and support using and implementing KM initiatives, this will help the KM team toward developing and improving the KM system. Otherwise, it is difficult to convince managers to implement and develop a desired level of KM system.

Continuous construction change and growth in technology also affects the KM systems. The KM systems should be designed and regularly improved to satisfy such changes and improvement of construction and IT technologies. Knowledge contents should also be regularly revised and the outdated and invalid knowledge should be removed from the systems.

KM requires the use and consumption of other organisational resources. Money, time and effort are required in developing and using KM systems as well as in building the required IT infrastructure. On the other hand, the outcomes of KM not only include learning new technologies and skills but also include economical outcomes such as profitability and sales growth (Amo, 2006). The more the KM system is financially feasible, the more it inspires the organisations to join the KM field.

Customer demand is one of the important environmental pressures on KM. A major purpose of the KM system is to be flexible enough not only to meet the changing demands of customers but also to exceed their expectations. Other factors such as
knowledge security and privacy should be regarded when implementing and using knowledge systems. Egbu (2004) encouraged companies to make balance between openness and protection of their knowledge systems. Too much openness may threaten the organisation competitive advantage, while too much protection may negatively affect the innovation process and encourage bureaucracy and hierarchy in the organisation.

4.3 Processing activities

The proposed model presents essential KM activities in which each activity can be further broken down into sub-activities that vary according to the requirements and special characteristics of the organisations. The main activities are discussed below.

4.3.1 Processing knowledge for KM system design and implementation

Analysis, design, implementation and evaluation of KM system are a cyclic process as shown in Figure 9. Implementation of KM within the organisation starts from data, information and knowledge collection from such as interviews, questionnaires, previous project documents, regulations and literature.

Figure 9 The cyclic process of analysis, design, implementation and evaluation of KM systems

The objectives of the analysis phase are to understand the real status of the organisation and identify the desirable and feasible options for improving work process and performance. The aim is to identify vision of the organisation top management, roles and culture of the employees, and existing business processes and operations that should be understood and considered when designing the KM system. Identification of the option available for improvement of KM system includes understanding the types
and forms of knowledge available and necessary for the organisation to be collected and shared. An effective way to perform the analysis phase is to establish a KM team dedicated to this purpose to examine challenges and potential problems that the organisation may face in planning, building, maintaining and evaluating the KM system. The more the efforts spent during the analysis phase, the more the design alignment with business strategy and organisational objectives. It is important to perform a high quality analysis at the early stages of KM system development to reduce the cost and effort of re-designing and re-building inappropriate parts of the KM system. Preparation of detailed and proper analysis is the most effective way to implement KM so that the full potential of the KM system can be exploited.

In the analysis phase a set of needs and requirements (the output) can be established, which are converted into the appropriate design of the KM system. The design phase requires transferring the organisation’s needs and requirements into technical specifications. In the design phase, the effective methods and tools to capture, create, categorise, disseminate, search and share knowledge should be determined. An effective action plan and a set of guidelines should be prepared to provide a step by step approach and details for KM implementation and evaluation to show the relationship among KM initiatives. The system specification, the component of the architecture, the KM services and the interface details also need to be determined in the design phase. This will provide an appropriate platform to deal with the organisation’s requirements. The design phase is very important for the organisations that intend to implement the KM system in order to avoid implementation errors and gain other benefits in terms of time, cost and effort by providing directions on the KM procedures and specific details on how those procedures should be accomplished.

In the implementation phase, the design is transformed into the form that will be used by end-users. This phase is the actual application of the plans that are made in the previous phases. Installing the technical part of a KM system is not enough to ensure the application effectively and efficiently. Employees should be motivated and encouraged to use the KM system. The roles should be identified and embedded in the work procedures of employees (Ahmad et al., 2008). Providing KM roles and appointing KM team and/or knowledge workers are an effective way to ensure capturing the required knowledge and providing the support and training for the employees.

In the evaluation phase, the effect of the KM system on the performance of the organisation needs to be monitored in order to improve and add new knowledge into the KM system. However, analysis, design, implementation and evaluation of KM system are a continuous process as shown in Figure 9 where the first iteration related to the implementation of a prototype of a small scale implementation of the KM system. The feedback from the evaluation of the prototype provides valuable information to modify the design of the system and starts a wide range implementation of the KM system. Feedback from the implemented KM system also provides information for continuous implementation of new KM parts, enhancements and maintenance of the existing system.

4.3.2 Processing data and information into knowledge

The development of knowledge bases involves various knowledge acquisition techniques to generate a body of knowledge such as historical data analysis, cost benefit analysis and domain human expert experience and engineering knowledge analysis. Knowledge
review and digitising of paper-based knowledge also have to be carried out by the KM team so that the desired knowledge can be identified and stored in the system. A database includes facts that is easy to be captured in table format but it has a little meanings. A research conducted by Rujirayanyong and Shi (2006) presents the design of a project-oriented database that consists of 26 fact and dimension tables that are connected to each other through primary and secondary keys. The aim to establish a database is to capture the important operational data that is created through the life cycle of construction projects. Using data processing tools such as data mining, analysis and reporting will help to add meaning to data and transform them into knowledge that is more useful in problem solving and decision making. This will increase its value to other users. The process of capturing data and information, and transforming them into knowledge is described in Figure 10.

Figure 10 Capturing and processing data and information into knowledge

4.3.3 Processing explicit knowledge (knowledge combination)

As described earlier in this paper, explicit knowledge includes internal knowledge within the organisation, which is specific for certain departments or projects, and external knowledge from outside the organisation, which is general and can be used by different projects and departments. Explicit knowledge contains the facts that it is easily communicated and shared among employees. The process of capturing internal and external explicit knowledge is illustrated in Figures 11 and 12.
4.3.4 Processing tacit knowledge (knowledge externalisation)

During the life cycle of construction projects a large volume of tacit knowledge are generated. The need of tacit knowledge sharing becomes important, but, unfortunately, most construction organisations have not always been successful in collecting and sharing tacit knowledge (Carrillo et al., 2004; Woo et al., 2004). An effective way to collect tacit knowledge is by converting tacit knowledge to explicit knowledge that is available for retrieving and reuse (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995). Figure 13 shows the procedures in the proposed KM model for collecting tacit knowledge and converting it into explicit. It is essential for the KM system to allow the employees in the organisation to identify and capture their knowledge into any file formats such as text, image, video, drawing, etc., and then send them to knowledge workers to adapt for explicit knowledge and store in the system.
It can be essential for the KM system to capture and store knowledge in repositories, but since tacit knowledge is hard to formalise, it is very important to share tacit knowledge by connecting people through collaborative tools such as e-mail systems and Groupware. These tools aim to facilitate the exchange of tacit knowledge rather than storing it into repositories. Figure 14 shows how the collaborative tools in a KM system support sharing tacit knowledge among different players. It should be noted that the process of tacit knowledge is different from explicit knowledge as shown in Figures 13 and 14 since tacit knowledge needs more efforts in transforming them into explicit knowledge and approving them before making them available for other users and sharing them by using collaborative tools if they are not stored in the system.
Figure 14 The role of collaborative tools in sharing tacit knowledge

4.3.5 Approving knowledge

Knowledge collected by employees of the organisation needs to be reviewed and edited. Knowledge added to KM system by employees needs to be adapted in the formats that are acceptable by the system. The knowledge also needs to be classified in order to facilitate knowledge searching and reusing function. Descriptions, details, photos and videos can be attached to the contents to help better understanding and reusing the knowledge. Referring to the knowledge sources and other related knowledge is an effective technique that facilitates a comprehensive understanding of the contents of knowledge. Knowledge approval is about all the activities involved in transforming knowledge content from non-approved invalid knowledge to knowledge content valid and available for certain or all users of the KM system. Knowledge approval are a continuous process, which involves a continuous checking and testing for the knowledge contents so as to remove the outdated contents from the KM system and add new contents to the KM system. The continuous activities of knowledge approval can show the demands of the organisation to collect new shapes of important knowledge that does not exist in the system. This work with the feedback collection from end-users and the system evaluation as discussed earlier in this paper to motivate to new improvements and enhancement of the existing system is illustrated in Figure 15.
Figure 15  Knowledge approval and providing feedback for the system enhancement
4.4 End-user activities

The KM system should address the knowledge requirements of end-users and support their existing practices while guaranteeing security and confidentiality. A successful KM system will provide the ability to easily find desired knowledge and contact details of the required people. Therefore, a KM system has to be designed to be available for people within the organization with a keyword access process that defines the authority level for each user. In a certain level of authority, other users from outside the organization are allowed to access and use the KM system in order to support the organization relation to customers, suppliers and partners. In accordance with their authority level, end-users can update knowledge in the knowledge base by adding details, comments, relevant experiences, and removing invalid and unnecessary knowledge. Figure 16 shows the procedures of adding, updating and removing knowledge. Knowledge that come from an explicit origin such as specifications, manuals, procedures, etc., can be easily updated by simply replacing the old contents with new versions. On the other hand, updating knowledge from a tacit origin such as problem-solutions, know-how, experience notes, innovations, etc., needs attention to be paid because updating such knowledge requires reusing old knowledge and creating new experiences.

Figure 16 Knowledge updating

The proposed KM model for Knowledge Creation, Collection and Updating (KCCU) that combines the processes with activities is shown in Figure 17. The flow chart shows knowledge flow from knowledge resources to the end-user activities.
4.5 KM system architecture

The technological components of the proposed KM system are divided into five major layers. Each layer includes a number of sub-layers and components that work individually or together to perform the functions of the main layers. Figure 18 shows these layers that constitute the technological architecture of the KM system.
Interface layer is the users start point where end-users interact with other layers of the system. It provides the users with the ability to use services and tools that allow users to access and benefit from the knowledge contents of repositories. The first layer accessed from the interface layer is the access and authority layer that defines, through a user name and password system, the level of authority of the end-user and maintains the security and privacy issues of the KM system. Access layer provides users with the ability to access services and tools that are available and allowed in the application layer. These tools are classified into three types according to their functionality. Knowledge capturing and retrieval tools provide users to access to knowledge repositories to store, classify, edit, retrieve and analyse knowledge. Collaborative tools help the users to search and contact other users and experts to benefit from their experiences and perceptions. Benefits of the three categories of the KM tools are shown in Table 3. Finally, all of the layers need a compatible infrastructure that guarantees the use of the KM system effectively and efficiently at present and in the future.
The proposed KM system provides the users with different authority levels according to their positions and roles in the organisation. Table 4 shows the levels of authority provided to the end-users. The system also provides knowledge actors who are responsible for knowledge processing activities with predefined levels of authority as shown in Table 5.

### Table 3: The description of services provided by the KM system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tools function</th>
<th>Tools services</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collaborative tools</td>
<td>E-meeting and message</td>
<td>Connect people through video conferencing, e-mails, e-chatting and discussion groups, which also provide the ability to record and save contents in the KM system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yellow pages and contact</td>
<td>Provide contact information of experts and employees with details of their professions and experiences.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>details</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Knowledge referring</td>
<td>Provide the ability for KM team/workers to refer and connect knowledge package with related experts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge capturing</td>
<td>Knowledge publishing and</td>
<td>Provide the ability for the KM team to publish knowledge to be shared by users, and to subscribe new users and determine their authority level.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tools</td>
<td>subscribing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Knowledge classification</td>
<td>Provide the ability for the knowledge team/workers to categorise knowledge in order to facilitate future retrieve.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Knowledge editing and approving</td>
<td>Provide the ability for the KM team to review and modify the contents of knowledge packages and approve them to be available for other users.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document management</td>
<td></td>
<td>Facilitate saving and recording the contents of documents and reports of projects in digital forms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video, photo and</td>
<td></td>
<td>Facilitate saving videos, photos and drawings, and also facilitate attaching them to digital records to simplify understanding of contents.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>drawing management</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge recording</td>
<td></td>
<td>Provide knowledge workers and other users the ability to record and save new knowledge of problem solving and innovations in digital format.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and storing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge retrieval</td>
<td>Knowledge maps</td>
<td>Provide a way for knowledge searching and an overview of available and missing knowledge in the KM system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tools</td>
<td>Training and support</td>
<td>Provide e-learning to all participants in construction activities and the use of KM system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Knowledge searching</td>
<td>Provide the ability to search for knowledge by using one or a combination of keywords, expert name, knowledge domain, activity name, project name, etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4 Authority levels provided by the KM system for the end-users

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authority level</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General level</td>
<td>Knowledge is available to all people and companies. It can include general information about the company and its projects as well as the services and contact details. The aim of this level is to maintain good relations with current customers and seek for new customers by providing marketing information, collecting feedback and delivering requests.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organisational level</td>
<td>This level consists of many layers. Each layer can be available or unavailable for users regarding the employee job position. These layers are company specific and consist of the intellectual capital of the organisation. It includes knowledge and experience of the employees in the organisations’ projects and departments. Some of knowledge are specific for employees in a certain department or a specific management positions in the organisation, and the rest is general and available for all employees. This authority level also includes a knowledge layer that is available for certain customers, suppliers or partners in order to maintain a good coordination and long term relationship.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project level</td>
<td>Knowledge is specific and available for the employees in a certain project. It includes knowledge about this project. Data and information about the project such as quantities, bills and performance, and the project documents such as specifications, tenders, reports, records, problems and solutions. This knowledge, used by the project employees, forms an important source of the knowledge that has been identified.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5 Authority levels provided by the KM system for knowledge capturing and processing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authority level</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data entry level</td>
<td>Include tools and services that is available for certain employees to collect, review and edit data in the tables that form the organisation database.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data analysis level</td>
<td>Include tools and services that allow users to retrieve, analyse and conclude from the data stored in the organisation database.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge entry level</td>
<td>Provide users with the ability to add knowledge from documents, files, databases or experience to the knowledge base with the ability to attach related files, photos or videos.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge editing level</td>
<td>Allow users to review and edit non-approved knowledge and make this knowledge available to other users, e.g., classifying knowledge, referring to knowledge sources, and adapting knowledge (putting knowledge in a format that is acceptable by the system and the users).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 Case study

A case study conducted in the UK construction industry has been carried out to evaluate and validate the proposed KM system. In the case study, a contractor with more than 6500 employees and many years of experience involving highly sophisticated construction projects was selected to apply the proposed KM system. After four years of applying a KM system the contractor decided in 2004 to improve the existing KM performance by applying the new KM model as described in Section 4. A KM team has been established and the roles of the team have been set up to capture, store, categorise, approve, and create new knowledge from the projects. The team also provides support,
encouragement and training programmes to the employees to effectively use the KM system and share their knowledge with other employees. Training programmes have been conducted to enhance the employees’ awareness about the future advantages of capturing and sharing knowledge and experiences. Supporting employees in using the KM system tools and services are provided to reduce the time and effort required by employees to learn the new procedures of the use of the new system. New services have been added to the system especially to capture tacit knowledge in the form of experiences, problem-solution, know-what and know-how. The document management system enhances to capture explicit knowledge in the different forms such as reports, manuals, specifications, drawings, scans, photos, videos and e-mail messages, etc. Other tools of sharing knowledge are also employed such as e-meeting, e-chatting and e-discussion tools to help employees to interact and discuss business issues. The system interface has been reorganised to make it more user-friendly. Furthermore, two knowledge maps have been developed; the first one aims to provide better view for end-users about available and missing knowledge to simplify categorising and searching for required knowledge, while the second map provides a categorised representation of the existing employees in the organisation and also provides the ability to find and contact employees with the desired experiences and knowledge. Help-desk services have been improved and manuals are provided to end-users. In addition, a training service has been established to provide useful knowledge to the junior engineers to get more flexible and effective training rather than waiting to learn through the long duration of projects’ life cycle. Data, information and knowledge of 32 previous projects during 2000 to 2004 have been collected and stored to enrich the contents of the implemented KM system. The organisation has implemented and used the proposed KM system according to a procedural process as shown in Figure 19.

In order to evaluate the proposed KM system, data and information of these 32 previous projects are used to compare their performances before applying the KM system with after enhancing the KM system. The information of projects used in the evaluation of the proposed KM system is based on 17 medium and large size construction projects in the period of 2005 to 2007, which need experiences in different domains such as highways, bridges, soil excavations and buildings. It has been found these projects faced many problems before applying the KM system due to the complex and diverse situations. The fact is that the solutions of these problems could not be easily found from the similar previous projects. This caused remarkable delays of these projects. According to the results of information analysis from project databases, six projects were delayed about one week, five projects were delayed about two weeks, three projects were delayed about three weeks and two projects were delayed about a month, which indicates that 50% of the projects in the period before applying the KM system were completed behind the expected dates of completion. Engineers and managers find that many problems associated with projects could be avoided and they believe that the ideal solutions could be found for these problems by enhancing the KM system. Data analysis of these projects shows that the percentage of projects were completed behind the planned dates of completion have been reduced to less than 30%, i.e., five projects after applying the proposed KM system.
Project Preparation
1. Identify management vision
2. Feasibility study
3. Decide implementation methods
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Analysis
1. Identify business processes
2. Identify existing knowledge
3. Identify required knowledge

Design
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Use
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Feedback

The selected users have been asked to provide feedbacks about usefulness of the KM system by participating in interviews and answering questionnaires. Interviews with two project managers, four senior engineers and three knowledge workers have been conducted on the construction sites to discuss and collect their opinions about KM issues, which provide important findings and details in evaluation and improvement of the proposed KM system. The interviews used open-ended questions such as what benefits are provided by the KM system; what problems can the system help to solve; what benefits can be provided by the KM system evaluation; how easily a required piece
of knowledge can be found; how important is the knowledge sharing to the problem solving; how useful to the system users are the support services and the knowledge map, what are problems or difficulties in adopting and using the proposed KM model, etc. The suggestions and recommendations have been recorded. Findings are summarised as follows:

- The KM system provides a great opportunity to learn experiences from previous projects. Although the system is not designed to make decisions for users, it provides knowledge in assistance of decision-making.
- The system helps to raise the company competition, enhances work quality and reduces costs and time required in projects by providing problem solutions and reducing the probability of mistakes.
- The system provides a useful tool for training junior engineers.
- The new system helps to solve problems of losing knowledge and experiences of engineers and experts when they leave the organisation, and helps the company to keep their knowledge and experience within knowledge bases.
- Feedbacks from the evaluation of the KM system provide very useful knowledge for the improvement of the management system.
- The new system provides a great help to the users to find problem solutions and required knowledge.
- Knowledge sharing is important and useful in construction projects where there are many interrelated components working together in a complex manner.
- The KM team and knowledge workers found that the proposed system is a useful tool in supporting to their employees, which is easy to maintain and update the knowledge in the knowledge base.
- A knowledge map is a powerful tool that provides an overview of existing and missing knowledge and facilitates problem solving through finding appropriate knowledge and experts.
- Although the KM model is found to be comprehensive, it is found that it is not easy to follow without reading the instruction carefully. This provides a demand for further development and modification of the proposed KM model by dividing the model into a number of parts to enable the users to understand and follow so that the proposed KM model can be used in practice more efficiently and effectively.
- The proposed KM model should be improved to satisfy the needs of the industry, because it sometimes requires considerable changes in the organisation to be implemented in terms of culture, strategy, processes and technology.
- Finally, the KM system provides accurate and timely knowledge that facilitates the process of decision-making. The phases of decision-making used by employees are shown in Figure 20. It demonstrates how KM tools can help in the process of decision-making and lead to create new knowledge. This new created knowledge can be stored in the knowledge base and reused in the future to solve similar problems. This reduces time, cost and effort of reinventing solutions that have been invented previously in the organisation.
The interviews show a number of important challenges for applying the KM system in construction projects. The resistances of employees to learn new methods of using the KM system, to share their knowledge with others and/or to accept solutions from others are major problems that may negatively affect the KM system. Privacy and copyright issues can sometimes prevent useful knowledge from being captured and shared in the KM system. The tendency of many employees to hoard their mistakes minimises the ability to learn from these mistakes and increases the ability to fall in the same mistakes in the future projects. Finally, the pressure of the construction projects toward finishing according to a tight schedule that makes the people feel they lack the time to use the KM system.

Evaluation of the proposed KM system has also been carried out by using questionnaires to obtain the feedbacks from users regarding the performance of the system. The results of the questionnaires provide feedback from the selected users about the system usability and usefulness. The system usability includes system specification issues, for example, as ease of use, comprehensiveness, reliability, appropriateness, applicability and sufficiency. The evaluation of usefulness of the system includes assessment of benefits that the system provides to the end users such as reducing mistakes, time and cost while improving quality of the completed works, and improving decision-making, training, team working, coordination and knowledge maintenance of employees. The questionnaires used five levels of rating scale where 1 stands for strongly disagree and 5 stands for strongly agree. The participant users include four senior engineers with 15 years of experience, two senior engineers with ten years of experience, two project managers with five years of experience, two junior engineers and two knowledge workers. The weighted average score is 4.63 of usability and 4.58 of usefulness of the KM system, which indicate that the users favourably agree that the proposed KM system is feasible and applicable. The KM system evaluation results are illustrated in Table 6.
The evaluation has also been carried out regarding the impact of KM system on business performance in terms of its effectiveness and efficiency. Measures of effectiveness relate to the degree or the probability that target performance measures are achieved, whilst measures of efficiency reflect the ratio of expected benefit or utility per unit of investment.

6 Conclusions

Knowledge of construction management has received considerable attention in the construction industry. This paper presents the development of a new KM system and its application to a case study. The proposed KM system simplifies the process of implementation, the use and enhancement of KM system in the construction organisations. This model overcomes and solves the problems that exist in other construction KM models and emphasises the important roles of the KM team and users. It should be noted that the proposed KM system is developed based on the practices of large construction organisations, but small and medium construction companies can benefit from sharing knowledge on collaborative relationships with large companies even if there is a lack of the IT infrastructures and human resources. Network-like relationships between small and medium construction companies and large companies are becoming common. For example, a large construction project usually involves a large number of small and medium contractors (e.g., suppliers and subcontractors) and they are linked into a system of industrial partnerships. Knowledge networking could yield great benefits to provide SMEs with an opportunity to share knowledge with large organisations. The advantages of the new KM system can be summarised as follows:

Table 6   KM system evaluation results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questions</th>
<th>Average score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>System usability:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1  Ease of use</td>
<td>4.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2  Comprehensiveness</td>
<td>4.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3  Reliability</td>
<td>4.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4  Appropriateness</td>
<td>4.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5  Applicability</td>
<td>4.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6  Sufficiency</td>
<td>4.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System usefulness:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1  Mistakes reduction</td>
<td>4.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2  Time reduction</td>
<td>4.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3  Cost reduction</td>
<td>4.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4  Quality improvement</td>
<td>4.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5  Decision-making improvement</td>
<td>4.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6  Training</td>
<td>4.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7  Collaboration</td>
<td>4.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8  Innovation</td>
<td>4.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9  Maintaining knowledge of employees</td>
<td>4.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Tacit and explicit knowledge are formulated in knowledge base.

It provides a clear process of data collection and transformation.

It has a clear factor monitoring mechanism.

KM can be carried out in a combination of the activities required in design, implementation and use of KM system with feedbacks.

It provides the ability of parallel activities has been implementation.

It provides a good level of details that makes implementing and using this system easier.

It emphasises the roles and activities of the KM team and knowledge workers in the process of KM.

It has been designed with more suitable architecture and components.

It provides a clear relation between the different parts and the knowledge flow.

Although the adoption and application of KM models facilitate and encourage KM initiatives, it cannot guarantee that people in the organisation are willing to share their knowledge with others or to participate in using knowledge and/or creating new knowledge. This requires the organisation to modify the processes and activities of the employees to embed the KM activities and to adopt a performance appraisal method that appreciates tasks such as knowledge sharing, reusing and updating.

The most elaborate KM system for construction projects may be quite complex due to changes in knowledge over time. A comprehensive knowledge map must be developed for subsequent studies. This study provides a platform for further development and modification of the KM model so that the proposed KM model can be used in practice more efficiently and effectively.
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